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November 1936, had requested the co-operation iA the princi-
pal powers involved in ending the war. A plan \vas put
forward for supervising imports into Spain, and a new
Franco-British note—the * Christmas appeal '—was sent
round urging the prohibition of foreign enlistment and the
dispatch of " volunteers *. The Foreign Ofnce actually wrote
again on 9th January making the same urgent representa-
tions, and the enlisting of British volunteers was formally
announced to be illegal.
In the speech of i9th January Eden had, as we have seen,
reviewed the whole situation in detail in the House. But for
Portugal, whose * prestige * was involved, a control scheme
on the frontiers would soon after have been in force; but it
was not until I9th April that the scheme for patrolling the
coasts and frontiers of Spain was put into operation.
The question of blockade, which was raised, was defined
by Eden in speeches during April. He made it plain that
Britain would not recognize a state of blockade by either
party, nor General Franco's claim for a six-mile limit of
territorial waters.
By May all seemed comparatively well, and the naval patrol
scheme was working. And then occurred a most strange
incident—if, indeed, it occurred at all. The German cruiser
Leipzig, on patrol duty, was, so the crew said, struck by a
torpedo—four torpedoes, according to Herr Hitler's indignant
speech later. The matter remains a, mystery; but its effects
were real and momentous. Germany took the affair with a
quite ridiculous solemnity, and pompously announced the
withdrawal of her fleet from waters where it was the object
of * Red target-practice'. It seemed as though the whole
elaborate edifice of control was about to break down. It was
only by the laborious and undiscouraged efforts of the
Foreign Secretary that new British proposals were put for-
ward, urged upon the reluctant governments, and finally
formulated in the British Compromise Plan of I4th July,
which linked the two problems of withdrawal and granting
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